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AI has come a long way

The term ‘artificial intelligence’ has

come a long way since it was first

coined by John McCarthy in 1956 

and is now a reality for a great deal of 

businesses at a reasonable price. It’s a

subject that has fluctuated in its relative

importance, but is becoming more 

central to improving productivity in UK

firms. This was recognised in Philip

Hammond’s latest budget, as he 

announced plans to increase funding

for artificial intelligence by £75 million,

having stated that the world is on the

brink of a technological revolution and

Britain has no option but to continue 

to be at the forefront of it.

Now is the time to look at 

AI seriously

Whilst many people may dispute the

claim that the UK has been at the 

forefront of AI development - 

research suggests that 70% of AI 

technological development is 

happening in Japan, Korea, Taiwan 

and China - it’s hard to dispute that 

now is the time to capitalise and start

developing. So what are businesses 

at the forefront doing to capitalise 

on the ‘age of technology’, and 

what can your business do? 

In this, the first of our series of articles 

about artificial intelligence in business,

we’ll look at how some of the world’s

leading financial firms are using 

artificial intelligence to increase their 

efficiency and productivity, as well as a

universally accessible application of 

Artificial Intelligence in the form of 

customer service.
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The finance sector will 

lead the way

Arguably the greatest strength of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI from here 

onwards) is its ability to sift through

huge amounts of data at a faster rate

than humans, one that almost beggars

belief. Since the financial sector is an

industry where vast amounts of data

need analysing, it is a prime candidate

for large-scale implementation of AI. 

Whilst finance is often seen as 

risk-averse, financial institutions and

corporations are often amongst the 

first to employ new technologies and 

a recent EY survey found that 65% of

finance leaders put implementing good

quality automated processes as a 

priority. Currently they are employing AI

in 3 main areas: chatbots, algorithmic

trading and fraud detection:

1. Chatbots

The use of chatbots falls almost entirely

into the realms of customer service,

with their main use being for carrying

out tasks that may have previously

been completed by a human instead.

These tasks include things like tracking

incomings and outgoings, transferring

money and setting savings goals; all

rudimentary tasks that would likely

waste the skills of a human employee. 

2. Algorithmic trading

Algorithmic trading is very much in 

its early stages of development, with 

a handful of hedge funds investigating

how AI compares against human 

experts. The initial results are fairly 

positive, with algorithmic trading 

programs able to match, reasonable

well, the returns of human experts -

something reflected in the investment

into them ($38bn in Q1 of 2016 alone). 

Similarly to chatbots, algorithmic 

trading programmes don’t adhere to

normal working hours and can maintain

the same level of productivity no matter

how long they’ve been working for.

They can also more efficiently track

changes in market trends and react to

them in real time – something which

humans cannot always consistently do. 

3. Fraud detection

The final widespread application of AI 

is in consumer finance in the form of

fraud detection, normally where the 

location and amount of money being

transferred are compared with the 

historical transactions for an account. 

If there is a large amount of money

coming out in an unusual location, an

algorithm can be used to employ extra

safety measures, such as a phone call

or personal information. 

This is one area where the strength of

AI to analyse data comes into its own,

since it uses historical transactions to

track whether the current transaction

matches with the pattern of previous

ones. Considering how many 

transactions the average person would

make in a day, it's plain to see just how

much data this is.
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The Holy Grail - lower costs,

better customer service

No product or service is perfect and

not all customers will be able to gather

all the information they might desire

from your website, so customer service

is an imperative part of any successful

business’s operations.

Using AI in this sector can not only 

reduce the cost to the business in

terms of man-hours, but also increase

the quality of your customer service.

Automated customer service is not

constrained by working hours or 

holidays, which allows it to be 

available 24/7, 365 days a year. Studies

have also shown that customers are 

increasingly keen to resolve a customer

service issue without speaking on the

phone - with a recent study finding that

72% of Millennials believe a phone call

is not the best solution. 

Increasingly customers would prefer 

to select for themselves what sort of

customer service they require through 

a bot, rather than have someone else

do it for them. Unlike humans, when

you train a bot (program it) it doesn’t

need re-training and won’t leave its job

unexpectedly, nor will it forget anything

thereby saving money for the business

on training and hiring costs. 

With a bot there is no unpredictability -

it will produce the same output of 

work every day and work whenever 

you tell it to, without demanding

wages. Bots also have great potential

to increase the productivity of your 

existing customer service workers, 

rather than replace them. Where 

employees would typically have spent

time answering low level tasks for

much of their day, with a bot to 

complete these for them, employees

can focus on the high level, high value

tasks that are better resolved with

human interaction.

72% of Millennials believe 

a phone call is not the 

best solution

Employees can focus 

on the high level, high 

value tasks 
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Digital giants active in 

bot development

Bots can be added into 

a number of different 

platforms

Both Amazon and Microsoft recently

released bot development programs 

to their customers, which allows them

to take a template bot and easily 

program it to complete certain 

repeatable tasks. With Amazon Lex 

and Microsoft Bot Framework, the 

development of the bot is free and 

you pay only for what tasks the bot 

completes for you - an Amazon bot

costs $0.004 per voice request and

$.00075 per text request. 

The bots can be programmed to 

complete a huge amount of tasks from

the very basic to the most advanced

and direct customers to a different way

of getting in touch if either the bot 

cannot complete the request, or the

customer would prefer to speak to 

another human being. In the Microsoft

Framework there are 3 categories of

bot; Commerce, Information and 

Enterprise, which serve different 

purposes for the business. The 

Commerce bot can make bookings 

and provide information about 

services - similarly to the Information

bot, which is programed to answer 

set questions the customer might 

ask - whilst the Enterprise bot is used 

by employees to gather information

about their company for themselves. 

Once built, both Microsoft and Amazon

offer the opportunity to easily add your

bot into a number of different 

platforms. Bots can be added to 

Facebook’s Messenger platform so that

customers who message you directly

from your Facebook page can interact

directly through a bot to receive details

about order updates, or general 

information on the company. 
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A similar platform exists in Skype,

where again customers can choose to

message a bot to gather relevant 

information - Skype currently advertise

them as being able to gather news,

summarize a webpage, or be more 

productive with your Azure 

subscriptions. Microsoft Teams is 

another place where bots are available,

although this time it's for workers to 

interact with in the form of an 

enterprise productivity bot. Teams is 

effectively a business group chat 

service, which allows members of the

team to share documents and 

information and schedule things like

meetings and business calls. Adding a

bot into the program is an HR benefit,

since employees can message it with

questions like ‘who is my line 

manager?’ and receive a valid answer.

Effectively, Amazon and Microsoft have

made chatbots available to companies

of all sizes and technological skill 

levels, with a very short wait time.

As AI becomes even more accessible

and useful to businesses, so it is 

beginning to become an essential 

requirement for a huge number of firms

to compete effectively. Throughout this

series of articles, we’ll be looking at

how AI is currently used and how it can

benefit you - continuing with Insurance

firms and Human Resources next time.
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For more information on introducing AI to your business, visit:

https://www.newscientist.com/article-topic/artificial-intelligence/

https://hbr.org/cover-story/2017/07/the-business-of-artificial-intelligence

http://www.zdnet.com/topic/ai-and-the-future-of-business/

HG Technology provide technology 

advisory services on a retained services

basis to organisations, typically working

alongside the Finance Director, 

Operations Director or CEO providing

technology answers to business 

questions. This may result in 

developing a bespoke application or

managing the implementation of an off

the shelf product such as document

management, financial application,

business process application or 

business reporting. 

For more information contact:  

HG Technology Limited 

27 Old Gloucester Road 

London WC1N 3AX 

Telephone: +44 (0)845 366 5830

   enquiries@hgtechnology.co.uk

www.hgtechnology.co.uk

How we are using AI?

HG Technology and CMFG the 

company marketing agency share a 

Microsoft Team site for collaboration

As HG add files, designs and records 

a bot informs the marketing team that

new content has arrived.  


